
HEALTHY FOR LIFE

Engineered to Disinfect

LUCID D1
Disinfecting Drone

The Lucid D1 Disinfecting Drone pushes technology to the boundaries of 
what is possible.   With a 2.5 gallon on-board solution tank and two downward 
facing electrostatic nozzles the D1 achieves consistent, effective and efficient results. The D1 will sanitize 
fourteen times faster than backpack sprayers through the ease of controlled flight and high-tech repeatable 
flight patterns.

Onboard 2.5 gallon solution tank and two downward facing electrostatic nozzles

First-person view camera that streams to the controller

4 sets of batteries, a charger, and a travel case with sturdy transport cart

53” diamater - folds up into a 24” cubed travel case

Remote technical support and data maintenance to ensure your success

www.PureProtectiveEquipment.com Phone: (888) 402-1932

SANITIZES

LARGE AREA DISINFECTION
UP TO 200,000 SQ FT 

PER HOUR

FASTER THAN
BACKPACK SPRAYERS

14x



LUCID D1
Disinfecting Drone

Disinfecting Drone

HIGHLIGHTS

www.PureProtectiveEquipment.com Phone: (888) 402-1932

Drone Transmitter Power Pack Travel Cart

Pure Protective Equipment offers equipment lines and programs that are focused on total cleaning solutions for facility operations.

Distributed by:

2259 South Sheridan Drive
Muskegon, MI 49442

STABLE FLIGHTS
D1 is designed and fine-tuned for stability and safety.

ELECTROSTATIC NOZZLES
D1 was purpose-built for optimal sanitation solution application.

ON-BOARD TANK
2.5 gallon wide-mouth tank for easy refills of the solution of your choosing.

DATA MONITORING
We monitor the drone’s health while you focus on disinfecting.

USER FRIENDLY FLIGHT
Simple interface for intuitive flying.

TABLET
The transmitter is compatible with 
a Samsung Table (also included).

ADDED FEATURES
We have configured additional 
features to improve the ease of 
disinfecting.

USER FRIENDLY POWER
Simple interface for intuitive 
charging.

BATTERY CHARGER
We build our own battery chargers, 
optimized for our use case.

EXTRA BATTERIES
We provide 8 batteries to keep 
your drone in the air.

USER FRIENDLY TRANSPORT
The cart makes for easy 
transportation of the drone around 
a job site.

CARRY SPACE
The cart is large enough for your 
drone, power pack, liquid container 
and PPE.


